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Paris nowadays: plagued by crime and delinquency, the capital finally founds
a hero: The  Judge. 

From the scum of the slums to the big bosses of the CAC 40, no one escapes
his sentences... and the police, despite all the efforts of Commissioner Mérigneux, is
not able to catch him.

Solitary, all mighty, will the Judge be capable to defuse the tide of violence
that threatens to engulf the city? To succeed, he will have to find some humanity
again...

*

Keller had everything to be happy: a first life as a spy, a second career as a
lawyer, a happy family ... and one morning, everything ended. He lost his daughter,
saw his wife die in his arms ... and attended helplessly at the closure of the case by the
police.

Another than him would have resigned, or perhaps suicide. But Keller is not a
man like other men: former agent of the Israeli secret service, he is a real machine,
trained to kill, regardless of his opponent.
Keller then did what he knew best: he found the assassins, killed them and gave
himself up to the police. Prison? It has not broken him, on the contrary, to his release,
he was more determined than ever.

His idea? Clean the society, making the same justice that he applied to the
murderers of his family: violent, relentless, with Keller award is immediate. Here he
became the Judge.

A vigilante as Keller, Paris really needs. Plagued by crime, invaded by gangs
of ultra-violent offenders, paralyzed by political struggles, the capital and its suburbs
are slowly becoming a huge no-go zone ...

Keller then begins cleaning. The first butcher? In the subway, where he
eradicates whole gang rapists ... under the admiring look of the one who will soon
become his sidekick.

The name of the accomplice? Simon Zev. This former spy, knowledgeable,
quickly became the official purveyor of targets to shoot. Now Judge will not address
only the scum but also to white-collar criminals!

Businessmen, Russian mobsters, pimps respectable, headmasters ... The Judge
bloody odyssey is quick to agitate public opinion, and to frighten the powers that be.
No way that one man succeed where the state fails for many years!

In fact, Keller's actions impact the lives a lot of people: the corrupt politician
who seeks to use against his opponents (Laktar Bouhassa) to journalist looking for a



scoop of his life (Marylène Cagnard) through a luxury escort girl (Antoniechka) Judge
leaves no one indifferent ... starting with the mobsters themselves!

One of them, Mbossi a boss from Montferneil is particularly depraved: it holds
a little girl and plans to sell it to the highest bidder pedophile! And as if that were not
enough, he has at the same time causing a huge riot to extend its territory...

Aside from the Judge, who could stop him? Perhaps, the Mérigneux
commissioner, and his men. At the head of a shock brigade, they used to deal with
sensitive cases, using too taught methods...

Mérigneux is responsible for stopping the Judge, to find the girl and to prevent
the city from falling into chaos! But even he and his men are using their fists and
keyboards, Mbossi has always a step ahead, not only he manages to eliminate
Bouhasssa and Marylène but his men attacked a RER at the rush hour. 

Fortunately, the Judge is there to prevent the riot from spreading. Present
onboard the RER, he methodically goes further the cars, eliminating one by one the
mobsters. He then takes the time to save Mérigneux, grateful, let him go. It remains
for him to take care of ...Mbossi

...What Keller finds open transaction with a pedophile! Implacable, Judge
quicly eliminates. By freeing the girl, he feels for the first time... a sense of closure!

Paris is saved, for this time. Around a gourmet meal in a pleasant and
convivial setting, Judge, accompanied by Simon and Zev Antoniechka, savors the
moment: will he finally take back a taste for life?

Main characters

Keller (Judge)
Short Hair, Early forties, medium height, blue eyes faded.
Former special services, he is used to kill. He is also quick-witted that body, to

the point that for him his adversaries move in slow motion.
Extremely intelligent and responsive, it also has an amazing sense of

observation.
Straight and honest, the fact that it authorizes to kill does not mean he does not

have a strict moral code: it inflicts suffering on others is the name of a value that he
considers superior, justice.

The terrible acts he commits are the result of a family tragedy he still felt
keenly the pain. Under this indestructible body hides a wounded man who fails to
mourn: the lonely and relentless mission he entrusted himself is the only reason he
found to continue living.

Luc Mérigneux
A man close to fifty
Police Commissioner in an elite unit, he is committed and a man of integrity. 
Go-getter, his life is his work: he is always running after a new deal, and does

not let the song when he has found the key.
Leader of man is respected and listened to a leader.



Lucid, he is aware of the turpitude of his time - and his hierarchy- but under
his command his men benefit from almost total freedom of action. He never hesitates
to use violence to progress in a investigation.

Simon Zeev
A man walking with a cane, sport sixty
Former spy, he still has reflexes and a formidable force.
And experienced observer, he noticed right away the potential of Keller and

manages to find him on her own.
Formed in the same mold, it has a similarity of mind with Keller: use violence

and murder poses no problem to him, as he considers that his victim deserves.
However, it is more subtle and more strategic than Keller there or it was

simply react to daily violence around him, Zev proposes to act in a much more
offensive from hitting the evil there or it is located.

Mbossi
A black man, fat, his belly overflows of his Hawaiian shirt
Ambitious, it is a powerful and feared gang leader. Despite the brutal air he

takes care to cultivate is an intelligent leader, who showed a lot of strategy and
opportunism.

Degenerated, he has absolutely no qualms: he coldly executes its contacts
when they become bothersome and do not hesitate to put a girl at auction.

Lakhdar Bouhassa
A man of 35, on his own, a descendant of a harki
Assistant to the First Deputy Mayor of Paris, is a licensed intriguing. Its

mission is to facilitate the lives of the elect, by any means.
Deceitful and careerist, it maintains relations with the political spectrum,

taking care always to arrange a way out.
Corrupt, he also frequents Mbossi, which will ultimately be fatal.

Marylène Cagnard
A woman still young, slim and sexy
It's a pretty brave journalist associated with Bouhassa. As ambitious as he, it is

capable of sacrificing his moral for his career, which will ultimately be fatal to it too.

Antoniechka
A beautiful blond, slender and elegant
Luxury Escort girl, she makes a strong impression on all the men she meets.
Detached, accustomed to priced relations, she is immediately troubled by

Keller. She intuitively understands that he carries a heavy secret, but he is
fundamentally different from all other men she has known until now.

At the end of the plot, a relationship seems to start between them.




